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It is a pleasure to meet with you for the second time as 

chairman of the Federal Trade Commission, to wonder at how 

quickly a year has passed, and to take note of some of the 

significant developments affecting advertising law that we have 

seen at the FTC since my last report to you. Last year I said 

that this conference might be getting known, unofficially at 

least, as the State of the Union of Advertising. If that is a 

fair designation, I can report that the state of advertising law 

and enforcement at the FTC is very good. 

Last year I spoke to you of an FTC that shared your 

industry's recognition of the importance of advertising to our 

economy, but also recognized the agency's need to secure the 

public's confidence in the FTC as a vigorous, yet reasonable, law 

enforcement agency. I then outlined to you an enforcement agenda 

for the agency's traditional deception, advertising 

substantiation and unfairness doctrines. Finally, I discussed 

the very high priority I would put on efforts to improve the 

FTC's relationship with the State Attorneys General and develop 

cooperative efforts to promote a national advertising policy. 

It has been an active year. Advertising agencies, catalog 

sellers, and marketers to children, in addition to marketers of 

food and beverages, over-the-counter drugs, and other consumer 
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products all attracted attention from the FTC this past year. Of 

particular significance, the Commission since my last visit has: 

-- held an advertising agency, Towne, Silverstein, Rotter, 

Inc., liable for false representations about the performance of 

toys shown in ads it produced; 

-- held a toy manufacturer, Lewis Galoob Toys, liable for 

misleading advertising directed at children; 

-- held a mail order company, Haverhills, liable for product 

claims in a catalog; 

issued unanimous final decision (an exceedingly fine 

opinion by Commissioner Owen) involving advertising claims by 

Kraft for its cheese single slices, which should give substantial 

guidance to advertisers about how the FTC will interpret ads; 

-- obtained a civil penalty ($375,000 against Sterling Drug) 

for violating a cease and desist order prohibiting 

unsubstantiated claims. This case is important because it is the 

first time the Commission has obtained civil penalties from an 

OTC advertising order for violations of a reasonable basis 

provision; 

-- coordinated the handling of advertising investigations 

with a number of State Attorneys General in cases involving corn 

oil, vitamins, and a bogus AIDS cure; 

obtained a final order against R.J. Reynolds Tobacco 

Company for its claims involving allegedly false and misleading 

advertising regarding the health effects of smoking. 
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-- completed several cases against the producers of 

"infomercials" and the makers of products sold via infomercials. 

One of these cases alone, against Twin Star Productions, resulted 

in a strong injunction and $1.5 million in redress to injured 

consumers; and 

-- brought several cases involving deceptive advertising of 

900-telephone numbers, a problem that has arrived practically 

full blown. 

This afternoon I will also tell you about recent Commission 

actions involving Cisco fortified wine, Perrier water, and 

smokeless tobacco regulations. 

This record shows a fair number of enforcement efforts 

during the past year, but it is important to distinguish the 

amount of activity from the reasonableness of the actions 

reflected in that activity. The challenge for the FTC in the 

1990's is, I believe, to fashion a program that provides strong 

national consumer protection in a changing environment without 

unduly interfering with dynamic and competitive market forces. 

While I expect that this level of advertising activity will 

continue or even increase this year, I am gratified that the 

advertising community has responded well to our efforts to date. 

For example, in the mail order catalog case (Haverhills) and the 

ad agency/toy case (Galoob), not a single comment was filed 

during the 60-day public comment periods that followed the 

Commission's provisional acceptance of those orders. 
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While there are different possible explanations for the lack 

of comment, I would like to believe that the "better" one is that 

the advertising community understands the approaches and the 

legal standards underlying the complaints and orders in those 

cases. Individual commissioners and our excellent Bureau of 

Consumer Protection staff have worked hard to make sure that you 

and other associations -- business groups and consumer groups 

alike -- know about and understand the basis for our actions. 

An important FTC action earlier this year was the 

Commission's decision in the Kraft case. This case challenged 

the accuracy of certain calcium content claims made for Kraft 

cheese singles products as well as comparative content claims. 

The Commission's opinion found that all but one of the challenged 

ads made the alleged claims. 

Commissioner Owen's opinion is a clear statement of the 

Commission's approach to evaluating implied claims -- the central 

question of many advertising cases. Although the Commission 

determined that it did not need to rely on extrinsic evidence to 

interpret all but one of the ads challenged in this case, the 

decision does discuss the kinds of extrinsic evidence the 

Commission might find persuasive in future cases. 
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